Discover the Benefits
of Pure Peptides
Active Renewal Serum
SAIAN Active Renewal Serum contains Hyaluronic Acid, mineral-rich Seaweed Extract, and six of the
most
potent peptides currently available to address the affects of aging on the skin. 10% Acetyl Hexapeptide-8
(Argireline) improves wrinkle depth, wrinkle volume and roughness. Matrixyl-3000 minimizes crow’s feet
and laugh lines, and prevents from further damage and wrinkle formation. Tests have shown wrinkles in
the line prone areas will be reduced by up to 50% if used daily for a cycle of 28 days. Paraben-free,
glycerin-free, propylene glycol-free, hypoallergenic and unscented anti-aging serum based on Hyaluronic
Acid and 6 active peptides. Perfect for both men and women.

Active Renewal Creme
SAIAN Active Renewal Creme is paraben-free, glycerin-free,
propylene glycol-free, hypoallergenic and unscented anti-aging
moisturizer based on Hyaluronic Acid and 6 active peptides. 10%
Acetyl Hexapeptide-8 (Argireline) improves wrinkle depth, wrinkle
volume and roughness.
Matrixyl-3000 minimizes crow’s feet and laugh lines, and prevents
from further damage and wrinkle formation. Tests have shown
wrinkles in the line prone areas will be reduced by up to 50% if
used daily for a cycle of 28 days.

Amino-Lift Leave On Mask
SAIAN Amino Lift Leave on Mask is a phenomenal mask and a potent
anti-aging treatment that immediately plumps up the skin, improves skin’s
elasticity, texture and tone. Amino-Lift contains clinically proven active
ingredients that protect the skin from free radicals, boost skin’s immune
function, reduce and prevent fine lines. Like all SAIAN products this mask is
vegetarian, contains no parabens, no artificial fragrance, and no artificial
colors. Its rich yellow hue comes from natural CoQ-10, It is made for sensitive skin, and is so good - we recommend using it as a leave on mask!

Tri-Active Collagen Serum
SAIAN Tri-Active Collagen Serum contains clinically tested Trylogen ingredient with pseudoalteramonas ferment extract. It protects and re-generates collagen, to firm and tone droopy and inelastic
skin. Target aging with this super-concentrated serum which boosts synthesis of Collagen I, II, IV,
uniforms fibril diameter and spacing, and inhibits enzymatic breakdown, avoiding excessive collagen damage. Tri-Active Collagen Serum also has cryo-protective properties, which allows it to
protect the skin’s collagen even in the most severe cold environments. Natural, hypoallergenic,
vegetarian, no artificial fragrance, no artificial color, no parabens, no propylene glycol.
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